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About This Game

You're looking at a highly moddable, violent top down arcade racing game with infinite variety of randomly generated race
tracks, campaign mode with dystopian storyline and 5d3b920ae0
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bloody rally show

Development progress update : While there are no beta releases and silence on the radar, I am super excited to say that
development is moving forward at a rapid pace. Campaign mode has most of the meat on it's bones, track generation is
significantly faster, runs in background, and produces more interesting curves. A lot of effort is pushed towards customization,
you will be able to use your own images for car paint jobs and racer avatars. And finally, there will be a story backing the whole
game action, so you will at last figure out why the game is so "Bloody".. Closed beta v0.8.5 out now, with track generation and
opponent balance fixes : - Prevent track overlaps at Start / Finish line - Overhaul of track generation algorithm to reduce hairy
overlap situations - Adjust opponent car strength balance in Campaign. Difficulty will affect chance and amount of stronger
opponents.. Procedurally generated tracks will be way more awesome! : Another batch of changes is out in closed beta! v0.10.0
(major changes in track generation and campaign cash balancing Generation algorithms will produce more exciting tracks
Generated tracks will be of appropriate size for given template Add new tools for editing track path in Track Editor
(Randomize, Shrink, Grow) Campaign races will always have corner cutting penalties Reduce corner cutting allowance to 20%
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Adjust campaign race costs and prizes Adjust car unlock requirements and prices v0.9.4 Fix audio settings mapping for car
engines Fix audio settings panel making buttons inactive in race pause menu Make other player car sounds audible in split
screen, when they are not in 1st player view AI will use more throttle in snow and gravel tracks v0.9.3 Reimplement gearbox
logic completely, to make it engine independent and interchangable between cars v0.9.2 Retrain all AI agents Change gearbox
ratios Fix wrong gearbox for Kubota Belica Add initial sparks vfx for metal car collisions Fix a bug where car would get reset
backwards New loading screen art Make tooltips more readable v0.9.1 Make turbos and superchargers less noisy Reduce off
track speed penalties Add button for restarting the race from pause menu. New trailer and screenshot updates : As December is
getting close, I have updated the trailer and screenshots to reflect the current state of development.. v0.9.0 - major driving
mechanics and car sound changes : One of the most anticipated changes was car sounds tied to RPM. This is finally out in latest
closed beta build! Among with plethora of other changes and fixes since last public patch notes. Full list below. Live game
updates are always announced in our Discord, feel free to join: 0.9.0 (major driving mechanics and sound changes) Redo gears
and RPM mechanics (will need balancing and AI tuning) Add option to show gear, RPM and speed next to the car Replace all
car sounds with new ones that follow RPM Player car sounds will not have surround effects Fix pedestrian motion when they
bump into each other 0.8.13 Tweak generation algorithms to produce more interesting tracks Open Workshop links in Steam
overlay rather than in browser Automatically download newly subscribed Workshop tracks after overlay is closed Fix Esc button
behavior in Track Editor 0.8.12 Add more Achievements Show how many % of players have achieved the achievement Fix the
bug that allowed houses to be generated on the road 0.8.11 Added Achievements view 0.8.10 Fix race event and car description
font colors 0.8.9 Added Leaderboard views Collisions will inflict more damage at higher difficulty levels On screen car damage
will appear in red Added button to temporarily unlock all cars in Quick Race Will show marker on player car when camera
changes Added new key binding for showing car marker (useful when lost in a crowd) 0.8.8 Fixed camera mode memory issue
0.8.7 Improved preformance with large amount of pedestrians Penalized cars will be reset at distance they have cut, not at the
point they have left track UI Fix for tooltip text getting stuck on screen Won't give speed boost if blood is off Remove duplicate
shadow on pedestrians Pedestrians will take pictures more often 0.8.6, major camera changes Fix Campaign events requiring
more cars than player can unlock at current difficulty level (for new campaigns) Added 4 different Camera zoom settings
(global and per car, see controls, might need to reset to default or remap them) Camera zoom will vary more noticeably based
on car speed Multiplayer camera zoom will not be different from single player Added new car notification system (shows boost
and damage, for now)
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